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ABSTRACT
'

.

cA six year° old female tutor was trained to facilitate
social conversation -between two male age' mates (selected for:their
infrequent lei/el of social interactions) during daily play seksions.
Tutoring pf peer initiations Occurred, in a small root 'adjacent _to the
main classroom. The peers were tutored to request information (RI)
and 'request behavior (RBI from each other. The tutor was :trained to
use two teaching" techniguesi modeling and peompting.0 to get one child
to verbally initiate to. the other. A within sublect multiple. baseline\
design was employed._ Intervention occurred. across two target
behaviors and two children.' Criteriop for phase change was .based on
the number, of peer initiations and *he number of times *hese
initiations were followed by .a response from the other peer.
Criter1 on was set at five or more target behaviors complied with for
.

four of five consecutive sessions. Both target children; met this.
criterion for rrs but not for RBs. Howeveri total RBs increased
substantially from .baseline to intervention; Training of the tutor by
teacher before_ play session was effective in promoting spontaneous ;tutoring behavior daring the play session.- During training; the tutor
had an 'average of 10 opportunities_ to practice conversation
faaiiitatiort skills." The average number af-ktutor prompts or models
per play session 'was %e:fi The average nuither of teacher directions
helping the tutor teach her peers was 3.2 per session.. (Author/DB)
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Peer Tutoring of Conversational Skillsz_
Aliiiiii-Facilitator in the Preschool Classroom
.1

The purpose of this 'Study was tOileterMine the effeCts.of training a
r::Andhelp age,Matet deVelop.._con

-kindergarten age child to-be vpeer t
) versation Skills.

The justification f

s'undertaking Stemmed from

literature on peer tutoring (Allen, 1976a) and investigations of the
content and structure of young Children's sociil"interaction (Hartup, 1979;
Schacter, Kirschner, Klips, Fredericksen & Sandert, 1974) and language
development (Guarinitk in press; Garvey, 1974). :Researchers have noted that
_

_

_

4"

.

peer tutoring has benefittfor the tutee (Feldmahi DeVin-Sheehan & Allen,
1976; Long & Madsen, 1975) and the tutor (LOCOCk. A.;SChwarzberg, Notel) as
_

\

well as the teacher and classroom'ltudents in general (Ehly & Larte0,1977;

Strain, Cooke &

19731.

Forinstance, engaging in peer tutoring

has been sticiwn to enhance both academic and social cOMpetence_of tutor and

1976b; Ehly & Larsen, 1977; Feldman, DeVin=Sheehan & Allen,

tutees
1976).

to
Participation of classroom students as tutors:allows teachers
_

utilize previously untapped teaching resources, which in turn affords

he

additional planning time and opportunity to tarry out more effective
individualized instructional programs (Strain et al., 1973).
Numerous researchers have coMhented on the special effectiveness and
appropriatehess of peer tutors for modifying the social and language

behaviorsof.age4liatet (Gerber & Kauftni Wpress; Guralnick0h,Oress;
1967).
Long & Madsen, 1975; Lovitt, LOVitt, Eaton, A Kirkwood, 1973;;Wahler,

Later, Long and Kadsen (1976).trained kindergarten Children to.reCdtd appro-

priate story listeOng behavior of 1;firee year Oldt and-distribute tokens as
a consequence.

Other researchers have examined the effect.of training pee!'
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confederates (Hendrickson; Strain, Tremblay, & ShoreS, Wdte 2).

author4 described a series of studies

These

iA Which non-handicapped,and handi-

capped preschoolers served as peer confederates for initiating social
interactions with withdrawn children,

The confederates were trained and

successfully initiated verbal interaction, sharing
led to cooperative play.

and other behavior that.

In.all, it appears that even young ,peer.' tutors can

implement end conseguate behavior management strategiekand modify the,'
sociolinguistic behaViOr fOr both handicappeclind non=handieapped:chOdien.

The extent and complexity Ofselcial interactive:behavior among -young.
children has been studied.with increasing interest in recent yearS
1974; Guralnick, in press; Mueller, 1972; Trower, 1979).

(Garvey,,

For instance,

Schaefer et al. (1974) conducted-a deVelopmental study of conversation
between presdhoOlers.

They noted that with increased age, conversation

'becomes .more complex and focuses on specific topics.

SCha4er etal, (1974)

found that from age,2=1/2 and older,_ children made verbal requests from each

other during plays gut that Older Children supported'their-requests with
more justification and exPlahation than younger. children.

Garvey (1974)

found that by age 4 children afire :also ,adept at'taking turns during a cone

versation,

Charlesworth andHartup (1976) have commented on the reinforcing

effect of conversation bet/ken peers, havinb observed that children with
highjrates of sending and responding to-conversational initiations tend
to-have high sbeiometric status;

Several iniestigatOrs (Minkin, Braukman,

,Mihkin, Timbers, Timbers, Fixsen, Phillips, & Wolf, .1976; Mueller, 1972)

critical to.
have pointed OUt:thatquestions are:ehigh leVel social skill
successful social interaction and conversation.

In short,0wo essential

(giving.
features of young children's conversation InClude making requests

directions) and asking questions.

'4

7
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The reciprocal pattern of soCial and conversationaT behavior. among

young children (Argyle; 1976) lends credence to the notion,that teaching
young children to initiate and respond to each others questions ind.requests

may help facilitate the establishMent o rudimentary conversational behavior,
provide the basis for continued interaction, and thus'lead to the development
.

of increasingly sophisticated social, ic mopentencies.

Utiliiing a same-age

tutor to teach conversational behavior, as carried out in this study, provides'
an opportunity to examine the extent to wbich young, same-age pieri can help
in the prodess of teaching interactive skillst.

Often, tutoring effectiveness.

has been viewed as a function'of the age difference between tutors and tutees

(Fel4Man el al., 1976:-Hartuo,1976).

There is some evidence:however, to

support the effectivehess of same age-peer tutoring'.

For instanCe, Hamblin

and Hamblin (1972) and Oaklind and Williams (1975) demonstrated that:samecan tutor reading effectively.
.age elementary iChool chilaren
,

Williams and

Sherman (1973) found similar results for math tutoring. ..
In the presept study,. a peer tutor was taught" to. help'

-mates

.

initiate:NO important conversational skills.:

Requesting Information (R!),

subsuming several categories-of question=asking tehavior, and Requesting --

Behavior (RB),a category of thanding behavior.
the

tutored,

The frequency with which
.

child made verbal initiations and the other child responded'

to these initiations in a free play setting was examined as well.

A

Subjects and Setting

,\

Three children, Op per tutor, 71 months, and, two targe t childien,
1

64 and 764nonths, participated in .this study.

_

.

All children attended a

Conversational Skills

university-based kindergarten serving middle SES, black parents.

The peer

tutor wap selected based on teacher iudgmept that her language and soCial
skills were superior to ,her classmates. 'tie two target subjects (tutees)

were selected based on teacher judgment and observations which confirmed

their infrequent, level ofsoCalinteraction;compared to their -classmates.,

The Studywas Canducted

n a 2.D m'x 4.0 m carpeted, well-lighted

room; .adjacent to the main.0 assroom.

times perweek; fcom 10:30

M.
al .m.

Play/Sessions were held four to five

to 11:00 a.m.
.

with bloCks and other constuction t

The.playroom Was equipped

,

ypiCally found in a preschool

classroom.

Behavioral Definitions and Codes
-Four behavior categories were obser=ved during tutor training:

Teacher model (M).

1.

Teacher verbal model of a request for information
7

or -behavior:

Pier_tutor_rehearsal (R).

4;

Peer tutor's. rehearsal Of a particulOL

model/prompt designed toielicit a requeSt for information or behavior froM

the pupPet (peerinitiator).:.

Puppet compliance or non--compliance_M_OrAC). -The;teacher, speak in

3.

larthe puppet representing the peer;initiatorveither complied with the

'a

peertutpr by emitting a request:Jar information or behavior, or refused to'
i

comply.
4.

.

Teacher praise-TRI.',Theteacher verbally-praisei the,peer/tutor
)

Jar an accurate:rehearsal of.a model /prompt.
,

.SiX behaViar categories were 'observed during :the childreh's free play_

session;..

0
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I

milt

Any verbif initiation by one target

-child td the other child which attempted to elicit verbal information.

At-

quests for information included questions, restatements of another's previous
verbalization, and commands"to.talk, e.g., "What did you do last night?";
"You said you stayed at home. '; "Tell me more about ft.".
2.

Requests forllehavid( AB-1.

Any erectfon given by the initiating

/

s

child specifying a motoric"response, including requests to share; directions.
suggestions on how to play a

me, or requests to move.

For example, "Please,

give me that block," "Let's play army." "Come here."
3.

Compliance (C).-

If the.child to whom an initiation liaS7,0ade

responded to an RIor RB within five seconds, a RI or RB was coded as an

4.

t

This signified Compliance to tHe specific initiation-

RIC or RBC.

.

von-compliance4NC4

If a target child initiated an RI or RB and

the other child did not respond'verbally or motorically-within five. seconds,
,

a non-compliance.(AINC or RBNC) was recorded -.

'An RINC wis also recorded if

" the\responding child emitted an inappropriateresponse to an RI..

If the

responding target childgave alverbalrefnial or a contrary mdtoriC behavior.)
Ahese were also recorded as non- compliant` behavior.
5:

Tutor model/prompt,(M).

Any direction by :the tutor suggesting to

_

the initiating-child that he request particular information or a particular
behavior from

the non-target peer.- For examplqi,oe, tell Sam to give you

a toy:"
4

6.

Teacher direction (D).

Any verbal comment by the teacheeo the

peer tutor instructing her how to get the target child ta request informatian
behavioi:, e.g.i "Toni, ,ask him nicely," (* "Wait

Toni, .,give himaiihance

to ask."'

0,

Conversational,Skills
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:,Procedures

two iraini4 procedUreS wereemplOYed:

one for training;-the tutor and

anothee Which the peer tutor used to teach Subjects 1 and A3 ;t-b: initiate:-

requests.

Tutor training procedures.

Terr minutes pride to the play session des!,

cribed below` the peer tutor rehearsed* ways to tutor conversational behaviors

with a trainer.

Role playing and puppeti were used duii g tutor training tb

simulate the ploy .seiston in Which tatoring was. to"occur.

The trainer

manipulated a puppet which represented the targets ubject to be tutored

The trainer all° role played the second subject to whom reque ts were made.
.

The trainer modeled requests, gave instructions or prbmpts, gulp praised the

.tutor as necessary. Wee specifically, the following steps were used to.
teach' the peer tutor how to teach her peers requests for behavior (RB) and
requests for informaiionL (RI).
I.

The teacher explained the purpose of 'socil -skills -training and

reviewed post-tutoring.performance.
2.0.

The teacher prompted and modelled the ,behaviors the tad,. should

use, e.g., "Tami, tell Joe to ask Sam what he did last night."

The tutor

th'en repeated this to the' puppet- (whith was filling the role of the child

who was to initiate a request)_.

After the second training session, the

tutor was given a list of possible requests which she could use to prompt
the puppet.

Most social conversation interventions used by the tutor during

training were taken from this list.

The peer tutor prompted the puppet to

make 10 requests during each training session.

-

COnversational Skips
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3.

The puppet either complied tt'the tutor's ini iation of a request:
1

fOr a behavior or inforthation, or did not comply.

lf.the puppet did not

e trainer prothpted'the tutor to .continue initia ifig until the

puppet did comply.

Non=compliancgs were schedu ed to, occur four-times per

training session.
4:

ir

The tutor was praised for correct behavior throughout the session

at a 1:2 ratio "of praise to correct tutoring behaviors.

The tutor also

received a gold starto stick* a chart at the end of each training: session,,
provided she had succeeded at making the -puppet:Initiait requesti.,
Peer tutoring=procedurt:_ Reouestsfor'information.

The tutor -began

tutoring the use of requests for-information by modeling'appropriate requests
and prompting the peer to initiate them.

For exaMple, the tutor could say,

"Sam, ask Joe. what he had for supper la$t Ilight."- If Sim' repeated this,and

Joe answered, the peer tutor would go. On to the next model and prompt, either
one. up,.or
by selecting one-from her list,:ricalling.one from memory, making

repeating one the teacher suggested.
If the child being tutored did not comply, the peer wOuld ''ftpeat
tutoring 'instruction and

it until the tutee responded.

Depending.on the

tutee's 'response, the trainer might intervene gy ins ructiq the peer tutor

to slow doWn, speed up, or change her tutoringlnterventioh.
r
7

Theteacher

s

assists to<the tutor during thejlay sessions consisted mostly, of brief
,directions aimed at refining. the tutor's approach:and rate ormodeltng,

rather thaeiplaihing what to mOdel.

FO4' instance, if the tutbr spoke

too quickly or softly, the teacher would ask her to request what she said

more distinctly,or if the tuto

could hot.get a tutee's. attention

Conversational Skills
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verbally, the teacher would telpher to tap the tutee on the ,shoulder.

At

the end of the session, if the tutor managed to get the tutee to complete
fiYe requests forpinfo;maVon; she received tgold.star to put on her,,thart.
Stars were cashed.in for smallotoys and school 'supplies.-

Peer tutoring procedure:

Bequestsforiehavim

thit interVention.was

identical in foem to the peervtutoring procedure used with requests for
o.

information, except that the target behaviors were requests. for 1Rhavior.
a,

After the fourth session pf this intervention, thePeer tutor also dispensed
tokens to Subject 2 for complying to Subject l's requests for behavior.
:gave out a maximum of three tokens, per session.

She

The tokens were traded foe
o

edibles and school supplies. 4

Desig? and Analysis

A multiple Wkeline design across two subjects was used to evaluate the
effects of tutoring interventions (Cooper, 1974).

Thre were three phases:

baseline, RI intervention, and*RB intervention...Chi=square contingency

sets of ditato
tests1 (Matheson, Bruce, b Beauchamp, 1970) were run on two (2.4j,ti
further explore theextent to which peer requests were effeCti,i4 ii
0
-eliciting tutee requests and the extent of which ,tutee reqaests were

effective in elicili4peer.complianc:
v,

Baseline.

During baseline-Subject 1. and 'Subject 2 were instructed to

play together appropiately by their teacher e.g4, "Play 'nicely with the
blocks.

Do not make a big mess and do notliglit."

six sessions.

Baieline continued foe

Each play session lasted approximately 10 minutes.

minutes-of data were taken on each subject during that period.

FoUr

'Conversational Skilii
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intervention 1:

Requests for informattom.

After baseline, the tutor

entered the play session to begin tutoring Subject 1 tirmake requests for
d

infctrmation.

'trained.

Subject 2 was not

This teriod continued for seven days.

--

TutoriTaf Subject 1 continued until he was able to gain five

compliancler four out of five days6

Once driielon was reathed, tutoring

ft

tegan with Subjett 2.
Intervention_24_=_RequeSts_for'behavior:

Following InterventiOn

for behavior.

Subject 1 began.tutoring rues

Five days after Subject :1

began RB training Interve ti on 2.be an with Subject.2.

of Intervention 2, Subject 2 -ci
Deli

requests for behavior.

Od'thejifthday

dtokens for compliance.tó Subject 1'.

ry of tokens continued,thr6ughout the rest of.

Subject 1's intervention.

Data Collection

*,,,Two separate data collection systemswere sed:
ra pin

one system during tuior:,

and the -free play session.
_

Tutor training sessiOn. A checklist was used by tbe trainer to structure
the training sequence and collect data on' trainer-,'tutor, and puppet behaviori.
-Four types of behavior were tp occur in sequence:

trainer model or prompt

.of a request, tuior rehearsarof the *Dist: Compliancejor non - compliance)
by.plippet, and-teacher praise.

The checklist Conylsted 0.10 (--owsf 1 row

for each of the 10 training trials.

Each row.was divided into boxes: labeled

trainer mode% tutor 'rehearsal, compliance to:request, and teacher .praise
As.the trainer emitted or observed each citegory'he checked the apprOpriate

bac; A circle was placed around_the ;heck mark
out of sequence.
a

if .a given behavior occurred

Conversational Skills
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Reliability was determined.by-cortOaringchecklists of the trainer And
aide." Each box was,considered an agreement or disagreement.
-Play session.
sion:

As noted, sixbehaViors Were coded during the play ses-

frequests"'for information (RI),-reoygstS for behavior (RB), cOmpliances

(C), non-coMpliances (NC).o-Offr tutor medellObtipts, and teacher directions.
.

A cassette tape player was used to

A continuous observation system, was used.

Ceethe beginning.ef each 10=Seiond-intervals

(These intervals were used fer-

CalcUlating rellabilityonTy,) TWO observers listened lo-the tape via
ptrphones while seated 1 m

apart.. They used,SPecially prepared Ceding

sheetS to record. tutor i_nitittions, peerlrespones; apd.teacher.direCtions.

Behaviors which lasted more than one ten-second interval Were coded :as one
occurrence:

If 'there wai a pause of three or more seconds between the

offset 0:8 behavior: and
_

separate occurrences.

reeccurrencei1he behavior",waSceded 'as two

N

-

7

Thf two Observers practiced coding during pre-baseline play sessions
and
until two. consecutive sessions occurred with all categories 'of behavior
*,

reliability estimates greater than 80%.

s

Reliability

calculated via

.

the standard formula:

(Number Of agreements/number of agreements plus

disagreements); X 100.

The two days during-which criterion reliability was

met were included in the baseline data.

RESULTS

Reliability
,Thirty=three percent of all play sessions were observed for reliability
Interventien,1
purposes. Tour.checks occurred during-baseline,,three during

Conversational Skills.
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and one during Interigention 2.

was 95 percent (range:

The average reliability for RIC/NC and RBC/NC

79% = 100%).

models was 92% (range: 77% --100%).
per category.

The average reliability for-peer tutor
Table 1 contains the average reliability

All reliability coefficients were Within an acceptable range.
_

except for teacher directions ,Which averaged 69% (range:

67% - 70%).

,

.

Only two reliabillty checks were taken during Otor training, however,
interobserver agriement during training was 100 percent.

During training

wit appeared that the training procedures-follated accurately with few or

no deviations from the standard procedure.

'Insert Table 1 abOut here

Effect of Tutoring on Peer Ioteraction
Figures

initiations

and 2 show the effects of a peer tutor on two types, of verbal
ject 1 and Subject 2 are presented -below.

The data indicated

tharOeer tutoring led to a substantial increase in both requests for inform=
tion (RI') and requests 'for behavior (RB).
it

information was consi

Compliance to requests for

ntly high across both subjects. 'Compliance to re.

quest for behavior varied between subjects and was par comparable to
requests for information until tokenS were introduced Wig Subject 2.

Requests for informationMa.

Figure 1 ihows that

ubjq t 1 initiated

signifidantly higher rate of request for information during intervention
than during baseline.

During intervention the average rate+ of RI pervio

was 6.9 (R = 3 - 10)i compared to 0.8 (R

0

3) during baseline.

rate of RIs also dropped off when the intervention was

1-i.452

t drawn.

The
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uests for information,

Both Subject 1 and Subject 2 met criteria for

that is; each emitted five or Nore RIs to which there wa

compliance from

':the other for-four of fiveconsecutive sessions.
-

e of

Requests for behavior.- Subject 1 substantially increased his

-requests for behavior as a t'esult,of the peer tutoring intervention (see
Figure 1).

During intervention, the average rate per session for requests

for behavior Was-4.4 (R ! 3 = 7)11-comimred to 1.6 (R = 1 -3) durthi base-

Subjedt 2.also increased Ms rate per session of requeits for
behavior.:fromL4.8 IR =

(1=

- 6) daring. intervention; compar-ed to 11.8

Neither subject met the

=, 3) during-baseline (seetFigure-2).

4_

criterion I'm:requests for behavior risponded to by the other sub' ct,
tonpliahte_tb_requests.
4',

1

A chi-square test (Mathesbn, BrLice.

,--

.,

Beadchampi.-

r

.

1970) Was used to Compare to frequency of compliance to both request for
o

inforination and requests'for behaviOr from baseline to intervention, across'
L

both subjects.

No significant diffei-ence in compliance rates was found

between phases for requests for information.

During'bateline, the compliance

rate was .91, compared to .77 during intervention.

A significant difference

was found for requests for behavior across phases (X2 (1)

6.16, p< 1 2,35).

0

During baseline, the compliance rate for requests for behavior was .84,
compared to a drip to .47 during intervention.

-

Tutiorino_elfeativeriess: 'A contingency analysis was used to determine

if requests. followed tutor interventions at-a level greater than chance, or

alternatively,-whether subjects emitted requests independent of tutor inter=
ventions.

The analysis was signifidant (x2 (1) a 5.5, pdt.025).- Altogether.

69% of all tutor models led to a subject requests, wbile 88% of all subject

Conversational Skills
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requests were contingeht on tutor -models. I The data indicate that tutor,

models were significant predictors of a tutor request.
Tutor training.

The number of tutor models per play session ranged
P

froM 6 to 8.5, with the greatest number of -models occurring.in requests for
inforMation.trvierVenti4.- ..Brief assists from the trainer (teacher dire

ions).

occurred On an average of /At times per session during the Ri intervention
_

1.

and 3:9..times during the R13

i

ntervention:

DISCUSSION

V

Beyond theeffitaty issue,..a.major concern in .peer tutoring of social='

conversational skills, particularly programs inyolving yoang Children, it
4

.

thee extent to which. the tutor understands the purpose. of, tbe,,, tutoring process_

and ,shy he or she has been given theAtutori rOle.

There 'is.*meevidenCe that

children as young as 5,-are able to understand how their behavior influences
their .peers. and how another

behavio may influence a third person 's

(Cooney, 1978, Forbes, 1978, Hoffman, 1977; Urberg & Docherty, 1976).

Turiel

.(1906) reviewed research concerning children's understanding of social nonn1,
and rules, and concluded, that young children can discriminate those events

and behaviors which can help others, and that this understanding may be
learned through interacting with peers.

The evidence presented in the

current study strongly supports the conention that a preschool' age -mote
tutor gain understanding of the tutor role and be employed successfully
to facilitate conversational behavior among less conversationally able
peers.

Subsequent to specific tutor training sessions, which involved role

t-

Conversational,Skills
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OWN and rehearsal a six-year bid Preschooler tutored two age-mates
and significantly increased .the rate of two important conVersati;nal skills,'
requests for information and''requesti for behavior.

Requests'for information

subsumed several categories of,question=asking, while request for behavior

Consisted of Wands for specifiedplay behaviors.

The results indicate

that tutor prompts to her peers consistently ledtb'thepeer a request

foinfotuation or behavior to,the other,child.- Further, these.results

suggest thafrose* questions by preschoolerstend to eoke.appropriate
..responsei from peers, thus maintaining. interaction between them, and

%replicating the results:obtained by Mueller 404), Wilton and. ee
(1977), and GarCiey (1977)j

Peet.initi#ions of requests for behaviOrl

-.however, did nOf lead to the -level of COmpliance, that was observed wren a'

peerrequested information:

A possible explanatibh for Tiss.Compliances:to

requestsfor behavior thanquistOor'information may be that the children
were willing to= talk to eac$i other, an act which does'not.disi'upt'theif in=

volvement'in their own play with objects and:Wateriaiidr-t6eir personal:
control over these mater'als.

On, the'bther hand; the requests for,behaVior

prompted by the'peerlut r may not have been creative enough to compete with
the ongoing activities of the children.
While RBs did not lead to high levels of comOliance, skill in initiating
equal or greater value
such behavior and compliance to such requests may be of

than compliance to Ris for yoUng children.

For example; other forms Of simple

cooperative behavior would appear to be predicted on concrete environmental

Antera tions Which may then be the foundation foil higher level convertational

cogni.tive
ehavior, social, competence, and increasingly sophittitated

Conversational Skills

.15

performance (Smilansky, 1968).

Because of this, the tutor was instructed

to distribute tokens to the targetchild for pomplying,to requests for
When tokens were used, compliance increased dramatically and

behavior.

a full cycle of interaCtive 'behavior occurred.
Together these data clearly indicate tht, even a young child scan
.

learn to effectively carry Out a number of tutoring interventions aimed at
facilitating peer conversation with limited preli7inary training and little

direct assistance fivm an adult.

The success and enjoyment the peer tutor
her tutees, coresponds

experienced; and the .relaive cogperationigained firo

with the findtngs noted 'above; and offers promise that\socially Skilled

preschoolers can function as competent and willing interpersonal relations
"coaches."
Kazdip (1979) has further noted some long range implications -of social

skill training worth considering

Based. on an extensive review of the
,

4

literaturejkf-azdin (1979Y proposed that social skill
.

.

deficits, ,espe,cially

.

in the dbmain of-ipteroprsonil,relatiqns and friendship4-buitding, contri..

.

,

bute to the development `of-psythopattology.

..

.

._

,

Given 'that there is 41.

.

---

-

relationshija between early iocial skill development and later psychopatholOgy

it may be considered preventive psychology to employ peer-tutoring processes
which stress interpersonal skills and lead to competency, in developing

friends. :In short, peer tutoring may have a secondary treatment effect,
the prevention of psychopathology, a goal equally_as important as most

primary Wucational objectives.i

,

...,

,
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SUBJECT 2 INITIATIONS &I TUTOR -BEHAVIORS
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SUBJECT f COMPLIANCES
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figu9

Subject I's Requesis for. Information,and Requests
Complianies- during
fbr Behaviors and Subject
Baseline and Intervention Conditions

Figure 2.

Subject 2's Requests far -ififoithationiand Requests
for Behaviors 'and Subject 1%s Compliances.. during

Baseline and Intervention Condition's--

--:TBLE'CAPTrONS\\;!/

Table

Meqn and Range 'Reliability Coefficients
for Child Behaviors. by Category and Total
Tutor and Teacher Piompts

Peer Tutor Training Effects: /NuMber of
Tutor Interventions and Teacher Directions

